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8075
Anti-hologram Compound
Characteristics

8075 is the latest generation machine polish for the permanent
removal of streaks, holograms, fine scratches and sanding marks
to

P3000 grain size on all paint systems (including scratch-
resistant).

Through the use of highly specialised, extremely homogenous
abrasives, a brilliant permanent high gloss finish is created under
extreme light conditions even on dark and similarly sensitive
shades.

Holograms and fine scratches are eliminated mechanically and
not, which is often the case, covered over. 8075 is extremely
economical, easy to polish and removable without leaving traces.

Silicone-free.

Application

Do not use on hot surfaces.
Check for suitability and compatibility before use.

- Shake the polish well before use.
- Apply a small amount of polish to the polishing pad ( 4 small
spots).
- Place the polishing machine (1000 - 2000 RPM) with light
pressure on the surface to be processed and start.
- Apply light pressure to the surface until a transparent film is
created, i.e. until the aluminum oxide contained has completely
decomposed.

- Add polish if necessary and repeat the process.
- Remove the polish residue and splashes with a microfiber cloth.
- If necessary, clean the surface with 6260 to better remove
polish residues and to make any remaining scoring marks visible.

Perfect result in combination with:

Polishing machine 8600 or 8650

Polishing sponge yellow 8713 - medium soft and gentle polishing
sponge for processing the anti-hologram polish, very well suited
for dark colors and lacquered areas.

Microfiber cloth 6255

Cleaning and protective spray 6260

Areas of use

Paintwork of cars, commercial vehicles, motor cycles, etc.

This data sheet is for information purpose only. To our knowledge the data provided complies with
the latest standard and is based on years of experience in the manufacturing of our products. www.4CR.com
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8075
Technical Data

Colour Grey
Bottle HDPE, 500 ml

Storage and Transportation

Keep dry an frost-protected. In tightly closed original containers at least 2 years shelf life.
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